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Camino Amantes

Dedicated to all lovers who are destined to meet on the way.

Lovers Path

Path - way Lovers



Tulum



Tulum
Ancient Mayan City where mysticism
emerges between the waves and the
green sea of   the jungle, captivating the
senses, leading us to explore paths
that balance the body and the soul,
with an eclectic philosophy within its
constructions and focused on
honoring the past and life. starting
from nature as a legacy inherited from
our millennial generations for future
ones.



Chetumal 

Playa del Carmen - Cancún
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Location

Just 10 minutes from the
turquoise beaches of Tulum,
and within the region with
the highest growth in capital
gains in the city, with project
designs that preserve and
enhance the nature of the
region.
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LA VELETA



AV. KUKULCÁN

ZONA HOTELERA/ MAR CARIBE



Development
BEH K'EECH which in the sacred Mayan
language means "LOVERS PATH" was
born to give place to all those who are and
will be destined to meet in this life,
materializing as an exclusive development
of only ELEVEN units.
Full of dedication, love and tribute to our
ancestors, it is then that we know the BEH
tower with 5 apartments and K´EECH
with 6 apartments, two great architectural
Loves where their destiny is always to be
found through its suspension bridge and
they will never be lost anymore as all its
Paths will lead them to meet in one of its
amenities.



As its central axis, Beh K'eech takes nature for the creation and distribution of the ELEVEN
exclusive apartments distributed in the BEH and K'EECH Towers, preserving just over 40% of
the land as a natural and permeable area for resupply of the aquifer and in this way reduce our
constructive footprint to a greater extent, resulting in an organic architecture, making the
construction integrate with nature, making it a living and conscious development,



At Beh K'eech we know how important each and every one of the materials
and finishes that you will find in your future apartment in the Jungle is,

therefore, each one of them was selected thinking about to create a space
that envelops you in the essence and architecture of the region.

Qualities

Chukum Ivory
Ceramic tiles

Tzalam 
BambúPolished

concrete Quartz Covers
Piedra
Maya

(Mayan Stone)



Look & feel



Amenities





Pool       Solarium      Waterfall 

 Yoga deck      Showers        Suspension bridge 

Fire Pit       Sunset Jacuzzi         Jacuzzi Bar      

Grill & Sunset bar              Parkin      Laundry               







Units

We think that a large space will always be key to connect our senses in
synergy with what surrounds us, resulting in the balance between an

environment designed and created to provide you with a natural
connection without neglecting comfort. In Beh K´eech you will find 1

bedroom apartments with large terraces and 2 bedroom apartments with
double Lock-Off with open spaces and large terraces,



1 BEDROOM
starting from

 - 73 M2 / 785  SQFT

2 BEDROOMS & 
2 BEDROOMS LOCK-OFF

up to
 - 102 M2 / 1097 SQFT



Units One bedroom

1 Bedroom
Garden

1 Bedroom
Center

1 Bedroom
Corner







Units 
Two Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms
Center

2 Bedrooms
Garden

2 Lock-Off





The space and the different textures of the materials blending as a single
element to create unrepeatable sensations in each of its corners.





January 2022

Work progress



On this path the only one missing is you.




